Rape Law Revisited

Aya Gruber*

Sexual Assault is everywhere.

Have you heard this statement recently? Perhaps it was part of a federal government public awareness campaign urging that because of the ubiquity of sexual assault, “it’s on us” to stop it.1 Maybe the statement (or its equivalent) appeared during a news report on the military2 or was part of a freshman orientation inspired by Title IX—the federal antidiscrimination-in-education law that was once associated with women’s sports programs but now is synonymous with student sexual harassment3—where students were led to chant “an enthusiastic yes.”4 Certainly, the sentiment underlies in part the effort to “modernize” the Model Penal Code’s sexual assault provisions.5 Indeed, the claim that rape is a widespread and worsening problem that affects all women and reflects deep gender inequality is no longer just a feminist mantra, but an increasingly accepted, uncontroversial, and even undeniable claim.

But this is not what I mean by saying that sexual assault is everywhere. There is a distinct lack of evidence that rape or campus rape has become more frequent in the last decades.6 It is also exceedingly difficult to pinpoint just how “widespread”
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rape is. Despite the popularly accepted “one-in-five” statistic, the claim of rape’s omnipresence ultimately begs the questions of how to define rape, and widespread compared to what. However, one thing has clearly changed in recent times: the volume of public discussion about rape. That certainly is widespread, ever increasing, and affecting law and policy at a rapid pace. Sexual assault is everywhere—in newspapers, on blogs, in the preoccupied minds of students, on the agendas of university executives, in the meeting rooms of the American Law Institute. Today, the only thing sports-like about Title IX is university risk managers’ sprint to reconfigure sexual assault policies to “meet and exceed” federal agency dictates. One can rarely pass a day without seeing a report on a brutal college rape incident, an untrue college rape incident, a new Title IX procedure, or a case declaring such procedure to violate constitutional rights. Everyone seems to be revisiting the rape issue. This introduction offers a brief critical description of the current preoccupation with sexual assault and maps the discursive terrain—the dogmas, empirical assumptions, and theoretical commitments, which are at once familiar and novel—as a preface to the articles in this symposium.

On September 10, 2015, The New York Times Magazine published an article on campus rape reform entitled “The Return of the Sex Wars.” For the uninformed, the term “sex wars,” not to be confused with “war of the sexes,” describes a rift between feminists in the 1970s and 1980s over pornography. Theorists and activists, most famously Andrea Dworkin and Catharine Mackinnon, argued that pornography is the very embodiment of women’s sexual subordination, and they worked with conservative policy-makers, concerned citizens, and the faith community to implement, mostly unsuccessfully, anti-pornography ordinances. This drew the ire of both liberal feminists, who had concerns about overriding female sex workers’ choices and free speech, and “pro-sex” radical feminists, who
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saw the effort less as anti-subordination and more as anti-sexuality. By the 1990s, it was clear that MacKinnon and dominance feminism had lost the sex wars, and the issue of pornography faded in the face of less divisive feminists concerns (i.e. domestic violence). The Times article implies that the current campus rape discussion has merely resurrected the old feminist rifts and riffs. Featured under the byline is a large photo of Catharine MacKinnon, whose view that sex is the key to pervasive male dominance is juxtaposed with that of Harvard Law Professor and famed sex-positive critic of feminism, Janet Halley. Indeed, one celebrated ivy-league criminal law teacher and rape scholar recently confided to me his belief that the current rape conversation merely rehashes the same old arguments and their counters. It is true that students tend to get heated over similar issues year after year, and teachers of rape can experience it like a broken record: Do women ever lie about rape?; Is requiring “yes” unsexy?; Does “no” sometimes mean “yes”? We largely have answers, unsatisfying as they may be, to these questions. Women rarely make up stories of brutal rape out of whole cloth, but deliberate lying does occur, not to mention the risks, attendant to any witness, of embellishing, misremembering, or reinterpreting events. Pre-intercourse dialogue is sexy to some and unsexy to others. Even the most strident rape activists concede that much “ordinary” sex occurs without dialogue, while civil libertarians widely acknowledge such dialogue is a worthy aspiration. To make matters more confusing, “no,” depending on context, sometimes means no, sometimes means yes, and often means something in between. Thus, the debates go round and round.  
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round. There is also a familiar set of academic discussions over which rape reforms are retributively desirable, utile, and fair, whether sex is more appropriately theorized as danger or pleasure, and if punitive law should be used to foment cultural change.

However, current anti-rape activism—activism so impressive to feminist icon Susan Brownmiller that she dubbed it the “fourth wave of feminism”18—also feels distinctly post-millennial. Scroll down a little in the New York Times article (post-millennials read on computers) to see the other pictures.19 The stylish blonde Yale law student spearheading the “know your Title IX” campaign appears more corporate lawyer than second-wave bra-burner, and although she invokes MacKinnon’s conception of rape reform as a Left project to protect “classes of marginalized people,” her message is practical and sounds in victims’ rights: Title IX sexual assault reforms are necessary to prevent victims from “failing out of school because you have to share a library with your rapist.”20

Anti-rape student activists, drawing on radical feminism, claim the mantle of the oppressed, even as they accrue power to the penal state and university disciplinarians, leaving the skeptical fearful of being cast into an ignoble lot with rape apologists. In contrast to the student anti-rape activists proudly photographed for the Times article, the female law student who was wary of Mackinnon (and Halley’s) position asked to remain anonymous “because she feared professional repercussions.”21 Similarly, many of the women against national sororities’ decision to ban sisters from attending rush week parties at the University of Virginia elected anonymity.22 The power dynamics have certainly shifted, as self-labeled survivors seize media publicity and those who question activists’ claims risk, not only derision, but being labeled a “second rapist,” responsible for triggering trauma.23

The post-millennial sex war differs from the old sex wars in other ways. Student activists, unlike dominance feminists, rarely describe the problem with sexual assault as sex generally being the key to pervasive patriarchy and male
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dominance. Rather, rape causes a particular problem that “ordinary” sex does not cause. That problem is, in a word, trauma—the type of trauma that makes one fail out of school. A positive aspect of the trauma dialogue’s decoupling of rape and patriarchy is that it has the potential to make reform efforts more inclusive: women, men, straights, gays, cisgender, and transgender people can be traumatized by sexual crime. However, conceptual platforms of current anti-rape activism appear to make sexual trauma a function of (female) gender, not just physical harm. Reformers disaggregate the trauma of rape from bodily injury, threat, or violence. “Sexual violence” or “violence against women” has come to describe any number of things from genocidal brutality to sexual innuendo on the web. Recently, I gave several public lectures that, as one might guess, problematized rape reform efforts, and I noticed a phenomenon. Those who lined up to challenge my views were often male students who “got it” and protested that I “don’t take rape seriously enough.” One such student admonished that we simply cannot afford to be so reflective given the current “epidemic of sexual violence against women” exemplified by, of all things, the I-cloud hacking of nude female celebrity photos.

Activists have consistently blurred the line between forcible intercourse, which is universally distressing, and sex that is ambivalent, internally unwanted, or regretted, which I think it is fair to say many men would not experience as traumatic. Rape reform accordingly reflects and reinforces a status quo in which at least some sex has a different meaning for women and men, and sex is more harmful to women than other ambivalent or regretted, but nonsexual, events—a phenomenon I have elsewhere called “sex exceptionalism.” This may please feminists who believe law and policy should reflect a woman-centric view of the world (putting aside the issue of whether the grand trauma narrative does describe
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a universal woman’s view of such sex). Even so, it is not entirely consistent with student activists’ ambition to speak for rape victims of all genders and sexual orientations. To be sure, campus rape reform discourse often seems like an exercise regulating the mating behavior of middle-class hetero college students.

Rape reform theory and policy often conceive of drunken, causal, messy, or ambivalent sex as psychologically devastating and socially stigmatizing, if not potentially life-ruining, for women.31 In this sense, current reformers adopt, not the radical dominance feminist sex-as-patriarchy position, but an older, distinctly unfeminist view about women who have casual, risky, or otherwise imperfect sex. Can this be squared with post-millennials’ embrace of sexy? Perhaps it cannot. The dual standards of sexiness as a source of college women’s status and empowerment and bad sex as utter trauma and ruination (the double-bind) sit together like kindling and matches, and they necessitate some mechanism by which women can avoid crossing the ephemeral line between good drunken sexiness and “life-destroying” drunken sex. Incredible as it seems, activists expect this all-important and intensely cryptic line to be policed by drunken prospective male hook-ups and random bystanders.32 Reform campaigns often put the onus of rape prevention on boys, who must proceed from partying to sex only at their grave peril,33 or third parties admonished simply to prevent sexual encounters (for example, frat bothers designated to physically block stairs to bedrooms).34

These prevention methods are individual, not structural, and require little engagement in the thornier questions of how and whether universities should control student sexual culture and uncomfortable conversations about how much and what type of intercourse these young people, often teenagers, are having on or near campus. Activists and administrators often focus on male self-control and bystander intervention, rather than on regulations directed at students’ sex precipitative behavior like drinking, partying, and co-habiting in mixed gender
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dorms. This focus avoids stirring up opposition from students concerned with autonomy and university managers concerned with the financial bottom line, while allowing the university to claim a robust program of cultural intervention.

Traditional criminal law-like deterrence and banishment are also key components of current rape prevention efforts. But that is nothing new. Even during the old sex wars, feminists debated the role of criminal law in preventing sexual assault and changing perceptions about sex and sexual victimhood and whether reforms should make it easier to prosecute rape cases, given widespread rape tolerance and low reporting rates. Feminist “legal realist” reforms like rape shield laws have frequently been the target of civil libertarian concern. There has been a long-running dispute between those who believe that rape trials should be more prosecution-centric to increase reporting levels and those unwilling to tinker with procedure and risk the conviction of an innocent. This debate is echoed today in scholarly and judicial push-back against the more complainant-friendly aspects of Title IX procedure, such as the lack of cross-examination and preponderance-of-the-evidence standard, which critics say deny respondents’ due process.

However, there is something unique about the current massive upheaval to adjudicative procedure in the name of protecting and serving rape complainants. The second-wave feminist reforms (rape shield laws and changes to substantive rape definitions) reflected, at least in part, the goal of enhancing the truth-seeking function of the rape trial process. The idea was that jurors, internalizing widespread biases against rape complainants, were prone to make inferential errors, such as reasoning that having a lot of consensual sex with men in the past raises the probability that the sex with the defendant on the disputed occasion was consensual, or setting aside the issue of consent in favor of determining whether the “slutty” complainant deserved what she got. Rape shield laws, one can therefore argue, actually enhance the reliability of the trial by preventing jurors
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from indulging incorrect inferences about the probability that sex was consensual or acquitting because of judgments about the propriety of the victim’s precipitating behavior. The same can be said of the affirmative consent standard (requiring a “yes”), which focuses the trial on the “neutral” and administrable question of language versus the contested, messy, and potentially prejudicial question of internal agreement. We will return to affirmative consent a little later.

Today’s spate of reforms have far less to do with truth-seeking and are quite openly touted as vindicating other values. Most investigators in college Title IX offices are not sexist lay persons whose prejudices against “loose” women must be strictly policed by unique evidentiary and substantive rules. Rather, they are self-selecting women’s rights advocates, former civil rights enforcers, and others deeply concerned with student safety and gender equality. These are hardly the people who would hold a complainant’s past and present sexual conduct against her. So why does the university process include shield laws, bans on cross-examining complainants, and increasingly affirmative consent standards? The answer is that such procedures are designed to prevent trauma (the “second rape”) and encourage reporting (because adjudication is not an ordeal and produces “justice” for victims). Indeed, the official administrative interpretation of Title
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IX tells universities to grant respondents due process, but only if it “do[es] not restrict or unnecessarily delay the Title IX protections for the complainant.”

Processes designed to prevent trauma and increase reporting, in a sense, make truth irrelevant. One assumes from the beginning that complainants (or at least a large enough number of them) have been raped and traumatized, such that their need to be protected from re-traumatization trumps the few (or nonexistent) innocent respondents’ interests in rigorous truth-seeking. This assumption is apparent in the feminist argument against careful adversarial testing on the ground that complainants are inherently trustworthy because no woman would put herself through the ordeal of a rape case unless she was telling the truth. But then, reforms designed to protect and favor complainants, if successful, eliminate the ordeal-like quality of rape reporting and processing. What then serves as the pre-adjudication check against fabrication that should make us comfortable with truncated and inquisitorial judicial procedures? Stigma? But reforms are targeting that, too...

Perhaps the clearest evidence that reform is more about protecting complainants from trauma and encouraging reporting than truth-seeking lies in Title IX’s requirement that college disciplinary hearings adopt a preponderance-of-the-evidence standard. This operatively allows findings of guilt without too much (trauma inducing) evidentiary testing and when there is a 49% chance that the rape did not occur, which in turn encourages reporting. Feminists have long justified pro-prosecution reforms in the criminal arena on the ground that the pervasive influence of rape myths, rape-permissive culture, and sexism makes it particularly difficult to achieve rape convictions under ordinary rules, even in clear cases. If fact-finders are really influenced by such cultural beliefs and capitalize on high proof standards to exonerate clearly guilty defendants or nullify rape definitions they disagree with, perhaps a preponderance-of-the-evidence standard strikes a fair distributional balance between conviction of innocents and exoneration of the guilty. Again, however, there is little reason to believe that Title IX investigators are biased against rape complainants.
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Consider this 2014 University Title IX report that led to the male respondent’s expulsion. Investigators concluded, “This is a close call. There is information that tends to support both [complainant’s] and [respondent’s] version of events. However, we find by a preponderance the evidence that the events likely occurred as [complainant] describes.”\textsuperscript{54} In the report, the investigators acknowledge that the complainant, who said that between black-outs she recalled respondent pressuring her into sex, had alcohol-related memory issues and that her statements were vague and riddled with inconsistencies.\textsuperscript{55} The respondent subsequently gave an interview stating that he was blacked-out during the entire incident, and he provided investigators with physical evidence in the form of pictures of hickeys on his neck the morning after.\textsuperscript{56} Investigators proceeded to re-interview the complainant and have her reconcile the inconsistency between her initial story (she “did not touch [respondent] at all”) and the photographic evidence, which the complainant accordingly did, explaining “I was trying to make sure nothing would escalate so I may have kissed his neck.”\textsuperscript{57}

Why do the investigators ultimately credit this complainant? In part, because she “appeared credible,” and the “detract[ions] from [her] credibility” could be rationalized because complainant was “retelling the facts of an alleged sexual assault and traumatic events can instill different reactions in different individuals.”\textsuperscript{58} As Janet Halley points out, certain schools’ Title IX procedures are “100% aimed to convince [investigators] to believe complainants, precisely when they seem unreliable and incoherent.”\textsuperscript{59} In addition to the probability that Title IX investigators will make credibility findings in favor of complainants because of normative priors or structural arguments that render rape complainants credible almost no matter what, administrators may interpret substantive definitions of rape broadly (even to the point of nullifying the definitions) in order to find guilt. In that same Title IX report, investigators appear to credit the respondent’s claim that he was blacked-out during the incident, but here’s what they say: “With [respondent] in his described ‘blackout’ state, it is possible that he did become aggressive with [complainant] and forceful with her, resulting in non-consensual sexual contact.”\textsuperscript{60}

The preponderance-of-the-evidence standard, accordingly, produces disproportionately frequent findings of guilt (in relation to other types of disciplinary allegations) when decision-makers are predisposed toward finding
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rape occurred, just as the beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard arguably permitted disproportionate acquittals, when criminal jurors were predisposed toward disbelieving or disliking rape complainants. This is all to say that the justification of feminist rape reforms as necessary to counter the anti-rape-victim bent of criminal law actors in the 1980s and 1990s does not easily translate to the Title IX reform context, where fact-finders are more likely to lean the opposite direction.

The last thoroughly modern part of the rape reform resurgence is affirmative consent. But wait, you may be thinking, affirmative consent has been around for decades. Indeed, when I was a first-year student in Alan Dershowitz’s criminal law class in 1995, we heatedly debated the In re M.T.S. case and whether the criminal law should require a “yes” (or its functional equivalent) before intercourse, although to be honest, the debate was primarily between women students who applauded the case and one recalcitrant sex-positive feminist who found the standard entirely unsexy and vanilla. The men said very little. What is different today is the rapid proliferation of affirmative consent standards and how the notion that sex requires a yes, much like the notion that rape is gender subordination, has come to govern. Until the last couple of years, affirmative consent was, for the most part, a failed radical reform idea. Championed by theorists as a basic liberal requirement, often through analogy (would a surgeon operate without affirmative consent?), affirmative consent was nonetheless infrequently adopted and even when it was adopted, it was done so in a way that collapsed it with general verbal and nonverbal manifestations of consent. It fared even worse on the cultural front. When Antioch College adopted a rule requiring an expression of consent to each progressive act in a sexual encounter in 1993, the effort made headlines, not because it heralded enlightened changes to come, but because it seemed so utterly outrageous and out of touch. Like anti-pornography ordinances, affirmative consent just seemed to fade away, becoming akin to the
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infamous “cultural defense”: a law academics and students enjoy heatedly debating but with little impact in the real world.

Today, affirmative consent is back, and with a vengeance. Affirmative consent has been adopted in hundreds of campus sexual assault codes, championed by prominent legislators and indeed entire state legislatures, and incorporated into drafts of reforms to the Model Penal Code. Perhaps more significantly, affirmative consent is a buzz-word, synonymous with the forward thinking way to deal with legal disputes over sexual assault, if not with sex itself. What is less clear is why adherents tout the standard. Is proceeding with sex without a “yes” retributively wrongful? Is affirmative consent, while not morally required, necessary to strike the correct distributional balance between conviction and acquittal of “real rapists”? Proponents and opponents of the standard often start with different empirical and moral presumptions and proceed to just talk past each other. Currently, I am working on a project to structurally map the affirmative consent debate and catalogue the arguments in the hopes of moving the discussion forward in a productive and logical manner. Nevertheless, the current insurgence of affirmative consent often proceeds as if the matter has been resolved, or at least fully vetted, when this is far from the case.

The foregoing has sought to delineate some of the idiosyncrasies of the current conversation about rape. This “new” sex war is a combination of old dialogues and modern concerns, and it is spearheaded by both second-wave dominance feminists like Catharine MacKinnon and undergraduate activists like Emma Sulkowicz. I ultimately part ways with my unimpressed ivy-league colleague because I believe that the today’s rape reform redux is not just a banal rehashing of tired arguments. It boasts many new features. To recap, current rape activism occurs in a moment when feminist ideas about coerced sex no longer exist at the margins—they govern and enjoy cultural acceptance, if not hegemony. Current rape activism presumes that to condemn rape is to fight patriarchy itself, even as it elides other questions of sex, patriarchy, and the relationship between the two. Current rape activism wants to grapple with unsettled gender categories and be inclusive, even as it seeks to address harms to women in particular. Current rape activism purports to intervene in student sexual “culture,” but when faced with the vagueness and vagaries of student sex, embraces neoliberal, individualistic programs to prevent rape. This new conversation needs fresh, or at least reformulated, perspectives and responses, and this is why I am absolutely delighted with the contributions to this symposium. Each of these articles has
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something new to say about rape and addresses the current conversation, with all its intricacies and novelties.

Deborah Tuerkheimer’s Affirmative Consent and Kimberly Ferzan’s Consent and Culpability deepen the understanding of and clarify affirmative consent, something in desperate need of more profound study and theorizing. Although Tuerkheimer’s article is a defense of the standard and Ferzan’s is most certainly a critique, the articles interestingly do not, at first blush, appear to engage in a direct debate. True of much of the affirmative consent conversation, these articles focus on different things: One on affirmative consent law “in action” and the other on the law’s inherent morality (or immorality). Nevertheless, the articles ultimately overlap in interesting ways.

Professor Tuerkheimer looks at whether affirmative consent strikes the right distributional balance between conviction and acquittal of “real” rapists. This is not the philosophical issue of whether proceeding with sex without a “yes” is wrongful. It is not the reliance question of whether the law can impose a standard of conduct that few have notice of. Rather, this article falls within a legal realist tradition—it seeks to figure out exactly what affirmative consent does. Specifically, Tuerkheimer wishes to respond to the argument touted by some affirmative-consent opponents that the effect of the standard is to jail those who believe, even reasonably, that they have consent but do not obtain the “magic words,” what Tuerkheimer calls “miscommunication cases.”

Tuerkheimer seeks to subject this claim to some testing. Noting that affirmative consent, or something like it, has been part of certain state’s legal systems for years, the author looks to published appellate cases to get a sense of just what jurisprudential work affirmative consent is doing. Her findings are instructive, albeit unsurprising: there are very few cases where the defendant plausibly claims a reasonable belief in consent, but the affirmative consent standard compels the jury to convict. Instead, the affirmative consent standard tends to crop up in appellate cases having little to do with whether or not the complainant said “yes,” but rather in cases involving sleep, intoxication, and force. Certainly, if the prosecution’s case is about the defendant having sex with an unconscious or incapacitated person or using violence, then it is not a miscommunication case. The prosecution is not saying, “well, he might have thought there was consent, but there was no ‘affirmative consent’ so you must convict.”
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This distributional analysis of the law is extremely helpful and advances the debate immensely, but lingering questions remain. Here's how affirmative consent appears to works in the cases Professor Tuerkheimer discusses: The prosecution says the victim was asleep/incapacitated/deathly afraid. The defendant says that the victim was not and in fact consented. The court upholds the conviction because the jury could find that the victim was asleep/incapacitated/deathly afraid and therefore did not affirmatively consent. So clearly these are not miscommunication cases, and as the author notes, it should give comfort to those worried that good people who do not get the “yes” will be prosecuted. Fair enough. But then one is left to wonder—exactly what is the affirmative consent standard doing that existing unconsciousness, incapacitation, and force standards cannot do? If the answer is that it gives prosecutors an avenue to gain convictions in close cases involving weak evidence that the complainant was sleeping/incapacitated/threatened, the question becomes: do we want that? If affirmative consent is essentially a trump card to the prosecution in charging, plea bargaining, and trying cases, one might seek another distributional analysis—one that determines whether this trump will affect just “real” rapists who manipulate the system or whether it will distribute to those (poor minorities) who traditionally bear the brunt of police and prosecutorial power.

Professor Ferzan’s article, although about affirmative consent, could not be more different. Far from looking at the practical effects of the law, Ferzan seeks to illuminate whether affirmative consent can be squared with retributive morality. Ferzan makes the case that the notion of consent that best comports with common moral understanding is “willed acquiescence,” that is, a state of internal agreement, regardless of external communication. A defendant is thus culpable when she knowingly or recklessly imposes sex on a person who has not willingly acquiesced. A person who knowingly has sex without a “yes,” although he may be heedless or disrespectful, has not acted immorally. With these premises, the author asserts that affirmative consent is in essence a form of strict liability—without a “yes,” the defendant is liable for unconsensual sex even if she reasonably believed that the victim internally acquiesced. Ferzan also considers the possibilities that affirmative consent acts like a form of “rule-like” negligence (acting in the absence of a “yes” reflects unreasonableness) or negligence per se (the law declares that the absence of a “yes” is unreasonable).

Consent and Culpability is ultimately a critique of affirmative consent because Ferzan rejects both strict liability and negligence as sufficiently culpable
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mental states for criminal liability. Many would agree that strict liability is anathema to just criminal law, especially for serious felonies. Defenders of the affirmative consent rule, however, argue that it is not strict liability because defendants must have mens rea regarding whether or not the victim said “yes.” I agree with Ferzan that this argument is unsatisfying from a penal theoretical perspective because it avoids the issue of whether sex without a yes is substantively wrongful. But then Ferzan does not take the position that one can never outlaw non-wrongful conduct (i.e. possession of burglary tools) in an effort to get at wrongful conduct (burglary). Rather, the permissibility of the rule outlawing “innocent” conduct turns on whether “the rule matches its background justification,” that is, “if the rule is too over inclusive, we can rightly complain about whether the rule is justly punishing.”

Fascinatingly, this inquiry converts the abstract moral question of the retributive validity of affirmative consent into a practical distributional question of whether the standard deters rape and punishes the guilty without preventing too much good sex and punishing too many innocents. In Ferzan’s view, the sheer breadth of the standard risks preventing and punishing a lot of ordinary sex and ordinary people. But what if, as Professor Tuerkheimer indicates, affirmative consent does not operate this way? What if, because of honest complainants, good prosecutors, etc., affirmative consent ends up striking the right balance and primarily punishing “real rapists,” without discouraging ordinary sex? Ultimately then, affirmative consent’s moral character might simply be a function of status quo facts like whether people generally say (or act) “yes” and if prosecutors and juries use the law only to convict in clear cases of rape. Thus, we might all think more about the kind of empirical information necessary to render the standard philosophically palatable.

Let us shift gears away from affirmative consent and consider other features of the current rape conversation. One of the more salient aspects of today’s anti-rape movement is widespread acknowledgement that rape reflects patriarchy. Although part of the dialogue is about protecting victims of all sexes from perpetrators of all sexes, anti-rape activism nonetheless appears distinctively feminist. Rape reform is often conceived of as part of a larger effort to dismantle sexist culture on campus. Both David Bryden’s article, Is Patriarchy a Cause of Rape?, and Erin Collins’ article, The Criminalization of Title IX, intervene in this conversation. Professor Bryden’s article problematizes the assumption that rape frequency bears a directly proportional relationship to the degree to which a society is patriarchal. Comparing Puritan communities in the 18th Century and
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modern American society, Bryden disrupts the common wisdom that rape and patriarchy necessarily go hand-in-hand and uncovers the ways in which rape is connected to sex-permissiveness, co-habitation, and co-education—politically liberal phenomena associated, not with women’s repression, but with women’s liberation. The article thus demonstrates that the relentless focus on the costs of rape-permissive legal and cultural arrangements may obscure the very serious costs of structuring law and culture around rape prevention.

In *The Criminalization of Title IX*, Erin Collins also examines the connection between rape and patriarchy. However, she criticizes current rape discourse, not by delinking rape and patriarchy, but by arguing that campus rape reforms do not actually address patriarchal structures and cultures within the University. The author begins by noting that Title IX was originally about controlling institutional bias. As such, Title IX served as a check on universities’ authority over students, at least when it came to actions that created gender disparities. Over the years, as Title IX extended outside of the sports funding arena to cover sexual harassment and sexual assault, it spawned a regime of individual student responsibility to be managed and enforced through the authority of the university. In this sense, Title IX is less a check on than an amplification of institutional power. Collins criticizes what she sees as the importation of the criminal law model of gender crime enforcement into the Title IX regulation on the ground that the preoccupation with individual student discipline has high administrative and human costs and deflects from how university institutions, themselves, contribute to rape. The author attributes this “myopic” focus on punishment to the influence of “carceral feminists,” who emphasize the role of criminal law in achieving gender justice, and university financial managers, who over-discipline respondents in order to “take rape seriously” without having to reconfigure profitable institutional structures.

Collins argues that the current criminal law-like structure of Title IX enforcement undermines the legislation’s “transformative potential.” Accordingly, the article calls for de-emphasizing the individualist and punitive aspects of Title IX in favor of robust enforcement against universities in which “the institution, its agents, and its practices promote and perpetuate sexual violence.” It envisions university liability that is tied, not to lax enforcement
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against individual accused students, but to laxity policing student culture.\textsuperscript{95} However, as I note above, the questions of if and how universities should prospectively control rape-permissive student behavior are thorny and implicate issues of liberty—including that of female students. Collins suggests, for example, that schools ban fraternities or at least their bacchanalian parties.\textsuperscript{96} I am sympathetic to this notion, never myself having been a fan of the Greek system, its sexist and racist parties, elitism, neoliberalism, production of hierarchical culture, violence, preservation of privilege and other fraught characteristics. In fact, party-induced sex may be the least of the problems. But one can question whether a frat ban will materially curb student partying and, if it does not, how far a university should go in controlling student’s hedonic behavior. As Professor Bryden suggests, there is a complex balance to be maintained between rape prevention and the progressive of co-education, intemperance, and sexual liberation.\textsuperscript{97}

A discussion of fraternities naturally transitions to the final issue in this introduction—the very gendered and heteronormative nature of current rape dialogue, despite reformers’ ambitions to be inclusive and gender neutral. Professor Bennet Capers is one of the most well-known and respected critics of the gender exclusivity of rape reform dialogue and laws. He has argued forcefully that the notion of rape as something that men do to women in particular, cements sex stereotypes and differences and renders invisible male victims of sexual violence. Whether the rape issue should be gendered or gender neutral is indeed a persistent conundrum. Second-wave feminists fought to demonstrate that rape reflects, not just individual deviance, but male supremacy. Thus, making the discussion neutral can feel like a step backward. However, as Capers and others have pointed out, assuming that rape is simply a matter of what men do to women both hides how destructive norms of masculinity transcend individual gender and how sexual assault can be a product of other inequities (i.e. prison dynamics, homophobia, etc.).

Capers dives once again into this conundrum in his essay, \textit{On “Violence Against Women.”}\textsuperscript{98} Here, he interrogates the discourse of current rape reform, particularly the timeworn phrase “violence against women.”\textsuperscript{99} The primary critique is that the terms violence and women are underinclusive.\textsuperscript{100} The discourse of violence undercounts the many types of harms that one individual might exact upon another, such as psychological damage, and “women,” obviously excludes many victims.\textsuperscript{101}
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Capers goes on to consider one popular approach that appears to provide a way out of the conundrum: Martha Fineman’s vulnerability theory.\textsuperscript{102} Vulnerability theory is an effort to liberate progressive law reform from confining anti-discrimination categories, such as race, gender, disability, etc., and re-envision it as an effort to eliminate the “shared vulnerability” of the human condition.\textsuperscript{103} Fineman thus asks theorists and lawmakers to be responsive to “the goal of eliminating material, social, and political inequalities that exist across groups.”\textsuperscript{104} Vulnerability theory, according to Capers, initially appears like a “welcome intervention” in the rape/gender neutrality discussion because, like feminism, it views rape as a product of larger inequality rather than individual deviance, but it does not confine such inequality to women.\textsuperscript{105} “In short,” Capers notes, “it could protect everyone.”\textsuperscript{106} Professor Capers, however, questions whether vulnerability theory undermines the subjectivity of marginalized people and presages too much top-down government intervention.\textsuperscript{107} Ultimately, he calls for a theory of rape that is more attuned to the agency of those who suffer sexual harms.

In conclusion, this symposium aspires to, at once, clarify and complicate the current conversation on rape reform. It clarifies that millennial rape activism is not just a resurrection of second-wave feminism and that current debates have their own features, which are new, idiosyncratic, and multifaceted. The rape issue is complex in its nature, and not necessarily best addressed through expansive punitive reform spurred on by spectacular rhetoric. Yet one of the features of the new conversation is that reformers have gained a near-full occupation of the moral high ground. Those who care deeply about gender equality no doubt feel pressure to join the anti-rape juggernaut and applaud university administrators’ and lawmakers’ efforts to rapidly push through change that is popularly characterized as “long overdue.”

I believe, however, that we should not give into this temptation so readily. We need to think hard about the implications of both increasing state carceral power and university disciplinary authority. We need to consider the cultural messages about sex and gender that are being generated in this moment of intense activism. We need to be precise in our tracing of the distributional effects of law reforms, not just immediately, but over time. All of this takes patience and effort and is much less psychically gratifying than beating a political drum in the name of gender justice. Nevertheless, thirty years of experience with wars on crime and mass incarceration should demonstrate that laws passed hastily in the wake of
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spectacular stories of violence, fears of immoral sexuality, or panics over sexual violence rarely produce results satisfactory to those who care about justice for marginalized individuals. Moreover, we should be cautious given the history of prosecutors and legislators publicizing crime victims’ unquestionable veracity, special access to information, and emotional fragility to push through tough-on-crime policy and shut down critical debate. Let us slow it down, calm it down, and revisit rape reform in a way that reflects the varied and heterodox lessons we have learned in the last several decades about gender, sexuality, and criminal law.